
April 6, 2021 

Barkerville Heritage Trust is seeking the support of qualified contractors to assist in the next phase 

of development of Barkerville’s virtual field trips program. 

Barkerville Historic Town and Park is an authentic, unique, World-class heritage experience. 

Barkerville exists to inspire today through the courage of the past. We promise a welcoming 

experience to reflect, connect and grow. We are connected by discovery in everything we do. We are 

adventurous, authentic, inclusive and dynamic.  

Barkerville Historic Town & Park is a Province of BC owned Heritage Property & Park, and a 

Government of Canada National Historic Site, managed by Barkerville Heritage Trust, a not-for-profit 

charitable organization governed by a volunteer Board of Directors. 

At Barkerville Heritage Trust, our role is to ensure the continued operation of Barkerville Historic 

Town & Park as a high-quality heritage site. Barkerville's primary method of bringing history to life is 

through site-specific theatrical programs that entertain, educate, and continue to adapt to and 

empower emergent narratives which reflect vital perspectives in British Columbian and Canadian 

history. We aim to provide an opportunity to experience life in the Cariboo Gold Rush through 

theatrical plays and programs, activities, storytelling, preservation, and good old-fashioned service 

that will sustain and grow visitor attendance.  

At the sudden onset of the COVID-19 crisis, arts and culture organizations experienced a wave of 

closures, layoffs and dramatic financial impacts. Barkerville’s seasonal cultural workers were 

amongst the most vulnerable to the impacts of the closures. The health orders and physical 

distancing measures in place in British Columbia suspended almost all traditional theatre 

programming and prohibited Barkerville from opening its gates to the public as usual on its 

traditional opening day, May 14, 2020. This also suspended Barkerville’s traditional field trips 

program, which hosts an average of 55 schools and 2,300 students from BC and beyond each year. 



Under this new COVID-19 afflicted reality, Barkerville quickly readied itself to film and broadcast 

virtually its award-winning interpretive programming as an option to continue our work in the 

absence of on-site visitation. This rapid adaptation involved calling 20+ seasonal performers and 

technical assistants back to work, training them on a new performance platform, acquiring $25,000 

in professional filming and broadcast equipment, and launching an entirely new suite of public 

programs in less than 4 weeks. The inaugural virtual fields trips program launched on May 18, 2020 

and ran until June 12, 2020. During these four weeks, the program was booked out, delivering 203 

private virtual classroom sessions to 4,300 students, and was met with incredible enthusiasm from 

teachers, parents, and students alike. The program also attracted the attention of the general public 

and generated 215 ticket sales for public offerings of the program. 

On June 18, 2020, Barkerville re-opened its doors to on-site visitation and suspended the virtual 

programming as the interpreters turned their attention to entertain on-site visitors. The gradual re-

opening of BC’s economy allowed Barkerville to return to some level of its traditional public 

programming, but our operational model is still adapting to the new COVID-19 reality.  

With the resurgence of COVID-19 in BC and the closure of the site for the season in October 2020, 

the virtual field trips pilot was relaunched over seven weeks in the fall and experienced a similar 

level of demand as the spring program. In total in 2020, Barkerville delivered 500+ live virtual 

performances to private audiences of 10,000 virtual visitors, who watched and interacted with the 

performances in real-time. 

As a pilot program, there were many lessons learned in the process of transforming Barkerville's on-

site live presentations into virtual broadcasts. The most important lesson was to focus on continuing 

the interactive nature of live site-specific theatre, by limiting audiences to private groups, such as 

classrooms, seniors homes, family units, and workplaces using videoconferencing platforms. This 

allows performers to converse and react directly to feedback from the audience, similar to the 

theatre programs performed on-site, creating more conversation and engagement, and ultimately 

making each live performance unique to the audience in attendance. Open live broadcasts with no 

direct link to the audience, such as those done on Facebook live, were less engaging, and ultimately 

did not need to be performed live or on multiple occasions, as they offered little more than a pre-

recorded video stream would. 

We believe that there is viability of continuing to offer live, interactive programming to virtual 

audiences beyond COVID-19 restrictions. Physical access to our historical site is a financial and 

physical barrier to many. As such, Barkerville is committed to continuing its virtual presentations as 

part of its ongoing effort to expand access to our public programming, and we have planned to re-

launch the virtual program in spring 2020.  

The next phase of Barkerville’s virtual field trips program would benefit from a higher level of 

technical expertise in sound, video, platform, and script development to create a virtual program 

that is on par with the quality of on-site delivered programs.  

We are seeking the support of at least two subject matter experts to improve the quality of our 

virtual programming and make it a permanent ongoing part of our offerings:  



a) Technical advisor(s) and support contractor(s) who can assist our technical team with improving 

our sound and video quality and make recommendations on the best videoconferencing platform to 

use. 

b) Script writer(s) and director(s) who can work with our performance team to help adapt our 

performance scripts to make them more accessible and engaging to a virtual audience and expand 

intersectional inclusion and culturally appropriate language and themes. 

On-site work would take place from May 5th to June 16th, 2021. Preparations and follow-up may be 

done remotely. A final report is due in July 2021. Temporary housing options are available on site. 

We anticipate the project will require 400 hours from each of the two contracted service providers in 

total  

Jillian Merrick 

Preservation and Presentation Manager, Barkerville Heritage Trust 

Jillian.merrick@barkerville.ca 

1-888-994-3332 ex. 28 

Brief submissions should include a resume or CV and a budget proposal. Submissions are due April 

19, 2021, midnight. 

Barkerville is located on the shared ancestral territories of the Dakelh (Carrier) and Secwépemc 

(Shuswap) peoples. 

This project is made possible by funding from the Province of B.C. by way of the BC Arts Council’s 

Pivot Program, which supports the B.C. arts and culture sector in adapting their organizations, 

programs and practices in response to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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